Diagnosing urinary tract abnormalities: intravenous urography or CT urography?
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Abstract: For many years, intravenous urography (IVU) was the modality of choice for diagnosing urinary tract abnormalities. IVU has many drawbacks including poor diagnostic accuracy in diagnosis and characterization of parenchymal lesions, also in cases of nonfunctioning kidneys. It has little diagnostic role to detect the cause of obstruction in absence of radio-opaque stones along the course of the urinary tract (UT). In the last two decades, with the era of the computed tomography (CT), CT has become the gold standard for diagnosis of urinary stones, while multiphasic CT urography (CTU) has become the most useful diagnostic tool in different UT abnormalities including complex congenital anomalies, trauma, infection and tumors. Also, the “one-stop-shop” use of CTU in different anomalies including vascular, parenchymal, and urothelial evaluation has a great impact in management of patients. CT has many disadvantages over IVU including its high cost and the higher radiation dose but it is more effective than IVU.
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During the last 80 years, intravenous urography (IVU) has played a major role in the work-up of diseases in the kidneys and the upper urinary tract. IVU was the “queen” of procedures in the morphologic examination of urological diseases such as congenital malformations, renal colic, and follow-up of surgery, but it has been gradually replaced in recent years as the “gold standard” of investigation of the renal parenchyma and urinary tract. Modern cross-sectional modalities have shown that IVU does not fulfill current requirements and that patients with renal colic are better examined by nonenhanced computed tomography (CT) scanning, as this method finds more stones (100% versus 60%).1 Furthermore, a disease outside the upper urinary tract is found in about 15% of patients with renal colic, and in 3%, another kidney or upper urinary tract disease is found. For patients with hematuria, CT urography (CTU) is a better alternative, as it combines the advantages of CT with those of IVU. IVU misses about 15% of renal tumors larger than 3 cm in diameter and almost all smaller than 3 cm. In 1995, Smith et al2 published the results of an early study evaluating the findings of both nonenhanced CT and IVU in 20 patients with acute flank pain. Of the twelve patients found to have obstruction on both modalities, five had a ureteric stone that was demonstrated on both nonenhanced CT scans and IVU radiographs, six had a stone that was depicted on nonenhanced CT scans only, and in one patient, a stone could not be detected by either modality.1,3

IVU has been gradually replaced over recent years as the “gold standard” method of investigation for the renal parenchyma and urinary tract by two new modalities, ultrasound and computed tomography. The advantages of CT are clearly established, including that contrast resolution allows the detection of almost all stones except for...
certain complications of triple-combination therapy in HIV-seropositive patients, extensive cover-facilitating identification of differential diagnoses, rapidity, greater efficacy, and finally, the absence of risk related to the injection of iodinated contrast agents in this indication. However, the performance of CT may be more limited in certain situations, such as in thin patients or when the female genital tract also needs to be investigated. However, IVU is not more contributive in this context. The current place of IVU in renal colic is, therefore, to establish a definitive diagnosis, to guide an urgent procedure (removal of an obstruction in the context of infection) when CT is unavailable, or to avoid excessive irradiation, as in pregnant women, when ultrasound or even magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic resonance urography have not been sufficiently contributive. However, in the absence of IVU, we may fail to diagnose papillary necrosis. IVU is an examination of the past, without a future indeed, but with a descendant: CTU.4

CTU or IVU in different urinary tract abnormalities
Anatomical variants and pseudo tumors
Anatomical variants include many subtypes such as ectopic kidney, either simple or crossed (Figure 1). In crossed ectopia, the kidneys may be fused. IVU can detect kidney position if kidney function is adequate, but in the case of kidney fusion, IVU cannot determine whether the kidneys are fused or not (Figure 2).

CTU can detect actual kidney location and fusion better than IVU, and it is also better for the detection of kidney duplication, especially in the case of a nonfunctioning moiety. CTU can detect associated anomalies with duplication, such as ectopic insertion with the actual site of insertion, and it also can detect associated ureterocele. Ureterocele appears as a round or oval filling defect related to ureteric insertion at CTU and IVU. In cases of parenchymal pseudotumors, CT can

Figure 1 Ectopic pelvic right kidney. Intravenous urography (A) and computed tomography urography (B) both show the right kidney at the pelvic region with adequate excretory function and normal calyceal configuration. Computed tomography urography shows better adequate visualization of the renal parenchyma.
differentiate the abnormally enhancing renal tumors from the normal enhancing renal parenchyma with focal hypertrophy.

**Ureteropelvic junction obstruction**

IVU can detect the calyceal outline and the dilated renal pelvis if the dilatation is not severe enough to impair kidney function. Dalla Palma et al suggested that if we depend only on IVU, many upper urinary tract anomalies, including ureteropelvic junction obstruction, can be misdiagnosed. The absence of a dilated ureter distal to the renal pelvis suggests an obstruction at the ureteropelvic junction.

Another problem with IVU is the presence of intestinal gases that make the diagnosis of urinary tract (UT) abnormalities challenging. CTU can overcome the problem of bowel preparation, as the density resolution at CTU is higher than in an X-ray, and it also can detect a minimal amount of contrast in cases of impaired renal function. CTU can also detect the location and cause of obstruction, and crossing vessels can be detected before surgery. CTU sensitivity in the diagnosis of obstruction is 100% in comparison with 74% for IVU. CTU can be used as a “one-stop-shop” study for examination of cases of pelviureteral junction obstruction (Figure 3).

**Urolithiasis**

IVU was the procedure of choice for diagnosing urinary urolithiasis. In the last 2 decades, CT has replaced IVU in stone detection, especially in patients with renal colic. IVU can diagnose only radio-opaque stones. CTU can be used to diagnose renal stones, even radiolucent ones; it can help detect the stone’s composition; and it is better than IVU in planning percutaneous nephrolithotomy.

The presence of secondary signs of obstruction at CTU, such as hydronephrosis and perinephric stranding, has a 90% positive predictive value.

**Tumors**

Diagnosis of renal masses using IVU has very low sensitivity, and once the mass is diagnosed, additional imaging is required.

---

**Figure 2** Horse shoe kidney. (A) Intravenous urography shows medialization of the longitudinal axis of the right compartment with dilated malrotated renal pelvis; the left kidney shows faint contrast excretion. (B) Axial contrast enhanced computed tomography shows the renal isthmus formed of enhancing renal parenchyma anterior to aorta and inferior vena cava; both compartments are malrotated with dilated right renal pelvis. (C) Computed tomography urography shows the horseshoe kidney with malrotated dilated right renal pelvis resulting from pelviureteral junction narrowing with multiple left renal stones (arrows) and hydrenephrotic changes.
Figure 3 Left pelviureteral junction obstruction. (A) Intravenous urography shows hydronephrotic left kidney with ballooned extrarenal pelvis. (B) Computed tomography angiography shows crossing vessels at the left pelviureteral junction. (C) Sagittal reformatted computed tomography urography for the left kidney shows dilated calyces with ballooned extrarenal pelvis and narrowing at the pelviureteral junction; the left ureter is of normal caliber.
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Figure 4 Right renal cyst. (A) Intravenous urography shows a lucent defect at the right upper pole displacing the calyces. (B and C) Axial computed tomography and computed tomography urography show a right upper polar renal cyst displacing the upper calyces.

Figure 5 Left renal tumor. (A) Intravenous urography shows a filling defect at the left lower calyx. (B and C) Axial and coronal contrast enhanced computed tomography shows a renal parenchymal tumor infiltrating the calyces.

As CTU replaces IVU in the investigation of patients with hematuria, the detection of renal cancer has increased. With CTU, the nephrographic phase is the most accurate for diagnosis and staging of the tumors. Unenhanced phase is important in diagnosing fat,
hemorrhage and calcification, whereas contrast-enhanced scans are important for surgical planning to detect exact tumor extension and anatomical relations and for vascular assessment that IVU cannot delineate\(^{14}\) (Figures 4–6). CTU can differentiate the subtypes of renal cell carcinoma, using the degree of enhancement, the enhancement pattern, calcifications, and tumor spread.\(^{15}\)

A urothelial tumor appears, using IVU, as a filling defect inside the pelvicaliceal system, the ureter, or the bladder, whereas with CTU, it appears as either single or multiple filling defects. CTU can also detect focal thickening of the urinary tract, which can suggest the presence of a tumor.\(^{16}\)

Small tumors can be missed using IVU, whereas CTU can detect small lesions equal to or smaller than 0.5 cm.\(^{17}\) CTU also is an accurate method for the detection of bladder cancer in patients with hematuria (Figure 7).\(^{18}\)

### Trauma

IVU is of low yield in the evaluation of renal trauma. IVU can give an idea of hypo or nonfunctioning kidney, contrast extravasations, filling defect of blood clots in the pelvicaliceal system, and displacement of calyces.\(^{19}\) The CTU nephrographic phase provides information about kidney function, renal laceration, subcapsular hematoma, and the delayed excretory phase used for the detection of contrast extravasations.

CT can detect vascular injury at the early phases of CTU. Cortical rim sign at CT is evidence of renal artery occlusion, with subcapsular flow being preserved from the capsular artery without perfusion at the remaining parenchyma. Injury of the ureter may occur at the ureteropelvic junction and, with contrast extravasations, can be detected with IVU.\(^{20}\) CTU is good for evaluating the ureter, and it can demonstrate the opacified normal ureter, while in extensive extravasations of contrast it is difficult to identify the opacified ureter.\(^{21}\)

### Infection

IVU was the primary imaging modality for diagnosing acute pyelonephritis (APN) in the past. Its role has diminished, and at this time, it plays a minor role in the imaging of patients...
with acute bacterial pyelonephritis. The only role for IVU these days is screening for obstruction, although this is now better performed by other imaging modalities. Among patients with APN, it is reported that IVU is positive only in one quarter of cases. Positive findings include diffuse enlargement of the affected kidney; delayed contrast excretion with dense persistent striated nephrogram, in some cases with delayed faint filling of the calyces; and that the collecting system may be dilated or effaced.

The sensitivity of IVU is not enough to diagnose APN, and it also cannot characterize the type of parenchymal affection (cyst, tumor, or abscess), or demonstrate the complications.

CT is considered the modality of choice either for diagnosis or follow-up of pyelonephritis, despite radiation exposure, the use of iodinated contrast, and its relatively high cost. It is a readily available and sensitive method for evaluating the extent of parenchymal infection, associated complications, and whether there is extrarenal involvement of other organs at the abdomen and pelvis.

In some cases, if the diagnosis is not definite, a delayed CT scan for the kidney after 3 hours may be required to assess retention of contrast that differentiates APN from tumors and infarctions.

Nonenhanced CT scan of the abdomen and pelvis is used to evaluate the kidney size, areas of abnormal density (such as areas of hemorrhage, calcifications, stone, gas, masses, and abnormal fluid collection), and perinephric stranding. In case of APN, the involved areas may display low attenuation as a result of edema or necrosis; rarely in hemorrhagic bacterial nephritis the affected parenchyma display higher attenuation than normal parenchyma.

Imaging of the kidneys at a nephrographic phase after contrast administration allows accurate detection of renal parenchymal infection and its actual extension. When using early-contrast enhanced CT in cases of APN, there is a loss of corticomedullary differentiation, with one or more wedge-shaped zones or streaky areas of lesser enhancement extending from the papilla in the medulla to the kidney capsule. The affected parenchyma may show homogeneous or heterogeneous enhancement, but it is less enhanced than normal parenchyma. This pattern of enhancement is a result of tubular obstruction caused by inflammatory debris within the lumen, interstitial edema, and vasospasm. There may be striated nephrogram, but it is not characteristic for APN, as it may occur in the normal kidney when low osmolar iodinated contrast is used in dehydrated patients. Early enhanced CT is highly sensitive in the detection of the involvement of the pelvicaliceal system, which shows a thickened enhancing wall that may be the only sign of ascending infection. It also depicts the extrarenal extension and the involvement of the Gerota’s fascia, and the presence of nonenhancing fluid locules inside suggest fluid liquefaction and abscess formation. Diffuse renal involvement in cases of APN will lead to impaired kidney excretion of contrast in proportion to the severity of the infection. The sensitivity and specificity of CT in the diagnosis of acute pyelonephritis are estimated at 86.8% and 87.5%, respectively.

IVU is of limited use in the diagnosis of renal abscesses, as it can only demonstrate the findings of APN such as renal enlargement, delayed contrast excretion with dense persistent striated nephrogram, and delayed faint filling of the calyces. In cases of large abscesses, there is compression and displacement of the adjacent calyces, and the peripheral lesions may produce a contour bulge. The perirenal abscess may displace the kidney and mask the kidney outline if it reaches a considerable size. CT is the imaging study of choice for the diagnosis of renal and perirenal abscess. Using contrast-enhanced CT, the abscess appears as round or geographic nonenhancing fluid collections with low-density fluid, but in the early stages, the fluid contents may have higher density than that of the clear uninfected fluid. The abscess may have an enhancing rim, representing a pseudocapsule with varied wall thicknesses and frequent nodularity. A halo of diminished enhancement may surround the abscess during the nephrographic phase. In rare cases, gas may be present within the abscess. The renal fascia is often thickened with soft-tissue stranding, and septal thickening and perinephric fat obliteration are commonly found. CT can detect extension into the psoas muscle, perirenal, anterior or posterior pararenal spaces, and the true pelvis.

In cases of emphysematous pyelonephritis, X-ray can detect the abnormal collection of gas at the renal fossa in 70% of patients. CTU is the modality of choice and the most reliable and sensitive technique for evaluating patients with emphysematous pyelonephritis. The type of emphysematous pyelonephritis can be easily and accurately defined on the basis of CT findings, as CT can define the location of the gas and its extension. CT findings include parenchyma enlargement and destruction, small bubbly or linear streaks of gas radiating from the papillae, gas–fluid levels, and focal tissue necrosis with or without renal and perirenal abscesses.

In cases of xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis (XGP), the affected kidneys at IVU are usually enlarged and nonfunctioning. Stag-horn stone at the preliminary plain
radiograph is seen in most of the cases. In some cases, there may be some opacification of the kidney and patchy or focal loss of nephrogram. Inflammatory extension to the perirenal space will obscure the kidney margins. CTU is the imaging modality of choice and is essential for preoperative assessment of XGP, as surgical planning depends on the accurate assessment of the extrarenal extent of disease, if any. The combination of a nonfunctioning enlarged kidney, a central calculus within a contracted renal pelvis, expansion of the calices, and inflammatory changes in the perinephric fat is strongly suggestive of XGP. Although the branching area of hypoattenuation (because of its lipid content) extending from the contracted renal pelvis may suggest hydronephrosis, the low attenuation correlates to an extensive inflammatory infiltrate, rather than fluid, in almost all cases; it may be acalculous in 10% of cases.25

In chronic pyelonephritis, IVU was the modality of choice in the past but is less sensitive than CT in demonstrating chronic pyelonephritis and requires a functioning kidney to demonstrate calyceal change and contour irregularities.35 CTU demonstrates the calyces, pelvis, and ureter in detail, and the renal outlines also are usually well-defined.

In renal tuberculosis, IVU can detect the calcification, cavity, and infundibular stenosis that lead to focal (amputated calyx) or generalized hydronephrosis.23

CT clearly depicts the extension of the parenchyma disease as well the extrarenal spread.36,37 CT is the most sensitive modality for identifying renal calcifications38 and can detect parenchyma thinning and scarring. Tuberculous granuloma is seen at CT with caseous material or calcification inside. Fibrotic strictures of the infundibula, renal pelvis, and ureters may be seen in contrast-enhanced CT and are highly suggestive of tuberculosis.36,37

**Discussion**

IVU has been widely used in diagnosing urological disease; nowadays, its role has diminished to the point that it is considered “dead” by many authors.1–4 IVU could show the integral configuration of the urinary system and the diseased region, such as the extent of dilation of the calyces, renal pelvis, and ureter, and can give a global idea about renal function.

There are some disadvantages of IVU, including the bowel preparation, which is necessary. If the bowel preparation is not done well, the quality of the image is poor, and misdiagnosis can easily occur. In addition, the patient might feel uncomfortable when abdominal compression is used. In some patients, because of obstruction, renal function may be lost with nonvisualization of the kidney.

CTU is superior to IVU and is becoming the primary imaging method for evaluation of patients with hematuria and other genitourinary conditions. The major disadvantage of CT urography compared with excretory urography is the radiation exposure, with the doses of four-phase CT urography of about 25–35 mSv compared with a mean effective dose of 3.6 mSv for excretory urography. There are, however, many variations in CTU protocols these days that are intended to reduce the radiation dose. Another minor concern is asymmetric excretion, particularly in those with unilateral obstruction. In these patients, the lack of sequential imaging with CT urography can result in suboptimal opacification of the obstructed side. Many experts agree that regardless of the CT urographic protocol used, there will always be ureteric segments that are suboptimally opacified and distended.39 There are concerns that urothelial lesions in unopacified segments might be missed because of these deficiencies.40 Tsili et al found that the finding of a nonopacified ureter had a negative predictive value of 100% for the presence of urothelial lesions.17

In conclusion, CTU currently has the upper hand over IVU in the diagnosis of different abnormalities of the urinary tract with high diagnostic accuracy; IVU does not have any diagnostic advantage over CTU in different complex urinary tract abnormalities. The future goal is to overcome the high radiation dose of the CTU by using low-dose protocols and split-dose techniques that provide more detailed information than that from IVU with a radiation dose comparable to that of IVU.
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